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MODEL COMPARISON
M1

Dimensions

M2

M3

83”x66”x33”

83”x83”x36”

91”x91”x37”

5.5 kw

5.5 kw

5.5 kw

300 gal

450 gal

500 gal

600 lb

650 lb

900 lb

3,100 lb

4,400 lb

5,070 lb

240V, 50A hardwired GFCI*

240V, 50A hardwired GFCI*

240V, 50A hardwired GFCI*

(2) dual speed 5.0 HP

(2) dual speed 5.0 HP

(2) dual speed 5.0 HP

38 + 1 master massage

67 + 1 master massage

60 + 1 master massage

# Seats

3

5

5 + cooling bench

# Bluetooth Speakers

4

4

4

Perimeter lighting
Exterior lighting
Ozonator

Perimeter lighting
Exterior lighting
Ozonator

Perimeter lighting
Exterior lighting
Ozonator

3

4

5

Heater
Water capacity
Dry weight
Filled weight
Electrical
Pumps
Jets

Included Extras

Page # in Manual

* consult a licensed electrician
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MODEL SPEC SHEETS
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M1

Small and mighty
- this tub is perfect
for personal use and
those with limited
space

DIMENSIONS
Tub: 83”x66”x33”
Cover: 84”x66”, 7” corner radius, 5” skirt, 5” to 3” taper
WEIGHT
Dry: 600 lb
Filled: 3,100 lb
CAPACITY
300 gallons
FILTER
35 sq ft screw-in filter
SKU: PWW35L, 4CH-935, FC-0170
HEATER
5.5 kw
PUMPS
Two dual speed 5.0 HP pumps (2” in/out)
JETS
38 jets + 1 master massage jet

SEATING
3 seats
ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS
240V, 50A hardwired GFCI circuit*
PACK
Balboa BP100G2
TOPSIDE CONTROLS
Balboa TP500S
ENTERTAINMENT
Four Bluetooth speakers
INCLUDED EXTRAS
Perimeter lighting
Exterior lighting
Ozonator
*consult licensed electrician
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M2

The perfect midsize
tub for personal use
or entertaining family
and friends

DIMENSIONS
Tub: 83”x83”x36”
Cover: 83”x83”, 6” corner radius, 5” skirt, 5” to 3” taper
WEIGHT
Dry: 650 lb
Filled: 4,400 lb
CAPACITY
450 gallons
FILTER
50 sq ft drop-in filter
SKU: PWW50L, 4CH-949, FC-0172
HEATER
5.5 kw
PUMPS
Two dual speed 5.0 HP pumps (2” in/out)
JETS
67 jets + 1 master massage jet

SEATING
5 seats
ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS
240V, 50A hardwired GFCI circuit*
PACK
Balboa BP100G2
TOPSIDE CONTROLS
Balboa TP500S
ENTERTAINMENT
Four Bluetooth speakers
INCLUDED EXTRAS
Perimeter lighting
Exterior lighting
Ozonator
*consult licensed electrician
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M3

Our largest and most
popular tub - perfect
for entertaining,
relaxing and
hydrotherapy

DIMENSIONS
Tub: 91”x91”x37”
Cover: 92.5”x92”, 7” corner radius, 5” skirt, 5” to 3” taper
WEIGHT
Dry: 900 lb
Filled: 5,070 lb
CAPACITY
500 gallons
FILTER
50 sq ft drop-in filter
SKU: PRB50-IN, C-4950, FC-2390
HEATER
5.5 kw
PUMPS
Two dual speed 5.0 HP pumps (2” in/out)
JETS
60 jets + 1 master massage jet

SEATING
5 seats + cooling bench
ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS
240V, 50A hardwired GFCI circuit*
PACK
Balboa BP100G2
TOPSIDE CONTROLS
Balboa TP500S
ENTERTAINMENT
Four Bluetooth speakers
INCLUDED EXTRAS
Perimeter lighting
Exterior lighting
Ozonator
*consult licensed electrician
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CONTROL PANEL GUIDE
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TP500S CONTROL PANEL & DISPLAY

N
M
L

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

A

Heat

J

Blower

B

Ready mode

K

Auxiliary (Jets 3 or Microsilk*)

C

Rest mode

L

Temperature range (High/Low)

D

bbaTM2 On

M

Set (Programming)

E

WiFi (Cloud Connection)

N

Filter cycle (1 or 2 or both)

F

Light

G

Cleanup cycle

H

Jets 1

I

Jets 2

K

*Microsilk is a trademark of Jason International
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MAIN MENUS
Navigation
Navigating the entire menu structure is done with 2-3 buttons on the control panel.

MAIN SCREEN *

WARM and COOL temperature control
buttons allow changing the Set
Temperature when the numbers are
flashing on display. Wait for a few seconds
to return panel operation to normal.

Use the MENU button to select various menus and navigate
each section.
* Waiting a few seconds in the Main Menu will allow the
display to revert to the Main Screen. Most changes are not
saved unless MENU
is pressed.

Power-up Screens
Each time the system powers up, a series of numbers is displayed. After the startup sequence of numbers, the
system will enter Priming Mode (see page 9).
MAIN SCREEN *
KEY
Press MENU
Indicates Flashing or
Changing Segment

Press MENU

*

Waiting a few
seconds in the Main
Menu will allow the
display to revert to
the Main Screen.
Most changes are
not saved unless
MENU
is pressed.
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FILL IT UP!
Preparation and Filling
Fill the spa to its correct operating level. Be sure to open all valves and jets in the plumbing system before filling
to allow as much air as possible to escape from the plumbing and the control system during the filling process.
After turning the power on at the main power panel, the top-side panel display will go through specific sequences.
These sequences are normal and display information regarding the configuration of the hot tub controls.

Priming Mode
This mode will last for 4-5 minutes or you can manually exit the priming mode after the pump(s) have primed.

Regardless of whether the priming mode ends automatically or you manually exit the priming mode, the system
will automatically starts normal heating and filtering at the end of the priming mode. During the priming mode,
the heater is disabled to allow the priming process to be completed without the possibility of energizing the
heater under low-flow or no-flow conditions. Nothing comes on automatically, but the pump(s) can be energized by
pushing the PUMP 1 or PUMP 2 buttons.

Priming the Pumps
As soon as the above display appears on the panel, push the PUMP 1 button once to start Pump 1 in low-speed
and then again to switch to high-speed. Also, push the PUMP 2 button to turn it on. The pumps will now be running
in high-speed to facilitate priming. If the pumps have not primed after 2 minutes, and water is not flowing from
the jets in the spa, do not allow the pumps to continue to run. Turn off the pumps and repeat the process. Note:
Turning the power off and back on again will initiate a new pump priming session. Sometimes momentarily turning
the pump off and on will help it to prime. Do not do this more than 5 times. If the pump(s) will not prime, shut off
the power to the spa and call for service.
Important: A pump should not be allowed to run without priming for more than 2 minutes. Under NO
circumstances should a pump be allowed to run without priming beyond the end of the 4-5 minute priming mode.
Doing so may cause damage to the pump and cause the system to energize the heater and go into an overheat
condition.

Exiting Priming Mode
You can manually exit Priming Mode by pressing the WARM or COOL button. Note that if you do not manually exit
the priming mode as described above, the priming mode will be automatically terminated after 4-5 minutes. Be
sure that the pumps have been primed by this time.
Once the system has exited Priming Mode, the top-side panel will momentarily display the set temperature but the
display will not show the water temperature yet, as shown below.
This is because the system requires approximately 1 minute of water flowing through the heater to determine the
water temperature and display it.
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SPA BEHAVIOR
Pumps
Press the PUMP 1 button once to turn pump 1 on or off, and to shift between low and high speeds if equipped. If
left running, the pump will turn off after a time-out period.
The low-speed of pump 1 runs when any other pumps are on. If the spa is in Ready Mode (indicated by R, see page
11), Pump 1 low may also activate once in a while for at least 1 minute to detect the spa temperature (polling) and
then to heat to the set temperature if needed. When the low-speed turns on automatically, it cannot be deactivated
from the panel, however the high speed may be started.

Filtration and Ozone
Pump 1 low and the ozone generator will run during filtration. Most spas have one filter cycle per day, but some
spas have two filter cycles per day. The first filter cycle occurs 6 minutes after power-up and then every 24 hours.
The second filter cycle, if there is one, occurs 12 hours after the first one. The filter duration is programmable (see
page 12).
At the start of each filter cycle, all water devices (other than the primary pump) will run briefly to purge the
plumbing to maintain good water quality.

Freeze Protection
If the temperature sensors within the heater detect a low enough temperature, then the pump(s) automatically
activate to provide freeze protection. The pump(s) will run either continuously or periodically depending on
conditions.
In colder climates, an optional freeze sensor may be added to protect against freeze conditions that may not be
sensed by the standard sensors. Auxiliary freeze sensor protection acts similarly except with the temperature
thresholds determined by the switch. See your dealer for details.

Clean-up Cycle (Optional)
When a pump is turned on by a button press, a clean-up cycle begins 30 minutes after the pump is turned off or
times out. The pump and the ozone generator will run for 30 minutes or more, depending on the system.

TEMPERATURE
Adjusting the Set Temperature
When using a panel with WARM and COOL buttons (Temperature buttons), pressing WARM or COOL will cause
the temperature to flash. Pressing a temperature button again will adjust the set temperature in the direction
indicated on the button. When the display stops flashing, the spa will heat to the new set temperature when
required.

Press-and-Hold
If a Temperature button is pressed and held when the temperature is flashing, the temperature will continue to
change until the button is released. If only one temperature button is available and the limit of the Temperature
Range is reached when the button is being held, the progression will reverse direction.
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MODE - READY AND REST
In order for the spa to heat, a pump needs to circulate water through the heater. The pump that performs this
function is known as the “primary pump.” The primary pump for all Modtubs is the 2-speed PUMP 1.
If the primary pump is a 2-Speed Pump 1, Ready Mode (indicated by R) will circulate water periodically, using
Pump 1 Low, in order to maintain a constant water temperature, heat as needed, and refresh the temperature
display. This is known as “polling.”

IR

Rest Mode (indicated by ) only allows heating during programmed filter cycles. Since polling does not occur, the
temperature display may not show a current temperature until the primary pump has been running a few minutes.
If the spa is configured for 24HR circulation, the primary pump generally runs continuously. Since the primary
pump is always running, the spa will maintain set temperature and heat as needed in Ready Mode, without polling.
In Rest Mode, the spa will only heat to set temperature during programmed filter times, even though the water is
being filtered constantly when in Circulation Mode.
KEY

MAIN SCREEN

Press MENU
Indicates Flashing or
Changing Segment

Press MENU repeatedly until MODE appears in the LCD
to set
*****
a few seconds

MAIN SCREEN

To next item in Main Menu if not toggled
Pressing MENU

.

IR

Toggle between Ready R and Rest

when the display is toggled with go to Main Screen.

Ready Mode will allow the spa to Poll and determine a need for heat. The panel will
maintain a “current” temperature display.

Indicates Alternating or
Progressive Message every 1/2 second
A temperature button,
used for “Action”

..... Waiting time that keeps
the last change to a
menu item

***** Waiting time (depends on

menu item) that reverts
to the original setting
and ignores any change
to that menu item

Rest Mode will not Poll and will only heat during filter cycles. The panel will not display a current temperature at all times.

.....

1 hour
The Main Screen will display RUN PUMP FOR TEMP if the primary pump has not run for over 1 hour.
The Main Screen will display normally during Filter Cycles or when the spa is in use.
If the primary pump has been off for an hour or more, when any function button, EXCEPT Light, is pressed on the panel,
the pump used in conjunction with the heater will run so that temperature can be sensed and displayed.

Ready-in-Rest Mode
IR

R appears in the display if the spa is in Rest Mode and “Jets” is pressed. It is assumed that the spa is being used
and will heat to set temperature. The primary pump will run until set temperature is reached, or 1 hour has passed.
After 1 hour, the System will revert to Rest Mode. This mode can also be reset by entering the Mode Menu and
changing the Mode.
Press “Jets”
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FLIP (INVERT DISPLAY)
MAIN SCREEN

KEY
Press MENU

Press MENU repeatedly until FLIP appears in the LCD
or

.....

a few seconds

MAIN SCREEN

Indicates Alternating or
Progressive Message every 1/2 second
A temperature button,
used for “Action”

..... Waiting time that keeps

To next item in Main Menu if not toggled

the last change to a
menu item

Toggle the inversion of the segmented characters.
Pressing MENU

Indicates Flashing or
Changing Segment

when the display is toggled with go to Main Screen.

***** Waiting time (depends on

menu item) that reverts
to the original setting
and ignores any change
to that menu item

ADJUSTING FILTRATION
Main Filtration

Filter cycles are set using a duration. The filter duration setting can be adjusted in 1-hour increments. Filter Cycle 1
and Filter Cycle 2 (if enabled) are set to the same duration.
MAIN SCREEN

Press MENU repeatedly until FLTR appears in the LCD

Press
Press WARM/ Press MENU
WARM COOL to set the to go back
to view number of hours
to Main
the filter in the duration. Screen, when
duration. If Filter Cycle
duration
setting
is
2 is enabled
complete.
or disabled,
“F12” or “F1”
will appear
in right side
of the display,
respectively.

MAIN SCREEN

Purge Cycle
In order to maintain sanitary conditions, secondary Pumps will purge water from their respective plumbing by
running briefly at the beginning of each filter cycle.
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GENERAL MESSAGES
Priming Mode

Each time the spa is powered up, it will enter Priming Mode. The purpose of Priming Mode is to allow the user to
run each pump and manually verify that the pumps are primed (air is purged) and water is flowing. This typically
requires observing the output of each pump separately, and is generally not possible in normal operation. Priming
Mode lasts 4 minutes, but you can exit it earlier by pressing any Temp (WARM or COOL) button. The heater is not
allowed to run during Priming Mode.

Water Temperature is Unknown

After the pump has been running for 1 minute, the temperature will be displayed.

Too Cold - Freeze Protection

A potential freeze condition has been detected, or the Aux Freeze Switch has closed, and all pumps are activated,
either one at a time, or all at once, depending on how your system was built. All pumps are ON for at least 4
minutes after the potential freeze condition has ended, or when the aux freeze switch opens.
In some cases, pumps may turn on and off and the heater may operate during Freeze Protection.
This is an operational message, not an error indication.

Water is Too Hot (OHS)

One of the water temp sensors has detected spa water temp 110°F (43.3°C) and spa functions are disabled. System
will auto reset when the spa water temp is below 108°F (42.2°C). Check for extended pump operation or high
ambient temp.

J29 Warning

J29 is typically used as a Heater Disable input. As such, it should not typically be shorted at power-up. This
message appears if J29 is shorted at power-up.
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HEATER-RELATED MESSAGES
Heater Flow is Reduced (HFL)

There may not be enough water flow through the heater to carry the heat away from the heating element. Heater
start up will begin again after about 1 min. See “Flow Related Checks” below.

Heater Flow is Reduced (LF)*

There is not enough water flow through the heater to carry the heat away from the heating element and the heater
has been disabled. See “Flow Related Checks” below. After the problem has been resolved, you must press any
button to reset and begin heater start up.

Heather May Be Dry (DR)*

Possible dry heater, or not enough water in the heater to start it. The spa is shut down for 15 min. Press any button
to reset the heater start-up. See “Flow Related Checks” below.

Heater is Dry*

There is not enough water in the heater to start it. The spa is shut down. After the problem has been resolved, you
must press any button to reset and restart heater start up. See “Flow Related Checks” below.

Heater is Too Hot (OHH)*

One of the water temp sensors has detected 118°f (47.8°C) in the heater and the spa is shut down. You must press
any button to reset when water is below 108°f (42.2°C). See “Flow Related Checks” below.

A Reset Message May Appear With Other Messages

Some errors may require power to be removed and restored.

Flow-Related Checks
Check for low water level, suction flow restrictions, closed valves, trapped air, too many closed jets and pump prime.
On some systems even when spa is shut down, some equipment may occasionally turn on to continue monitoring
temperature or if freeze protection is needed.
* This message can be reset from the topside panel with any button press
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SENSOR-RELATED MESSAGES
Sensor Balance is Poor

The temperature sensors MAY be out of sync by or 3°F. Call for Service.

Sensor Balance is Poor*

The temperature sensors ARE out of sync. The Sensor Balance is Poor fault has been established for at least 1 hour.
Call for Service.

Sensor Failure - Sensor A, Sensor B

A temperature sensor or sensor circuit has failed. Call for Service.

MISCELLANEOUS MESSAGES
No Communications

The control panel is not receiving communication from the System. Call for Service.

Pre-Production Software

The Control System is operating with test software. Call for Service.

°F or °C is replaced by °T Software

The Control System is in Test Mode. Call for Service.

* This message can be reset from the topside panel with any button press
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SYSTEM-RELATED MESSAGES
Memory Failure - Checksum Error*

At Power-Up, the system has failed the Program Checksum Test. This indicates a problem with the firmware
(operation program) and requires a service call.

Memory Warning - Persistent Memory Reset*

Appears after any system setup change. Contact your dealer or service organization if this message appears on
more than one power-up, or if it appears after the system has been running normally for a period of time.

Memory Failure - Clock Error*

Contact your dealer or service organization.

Configuration Error - Spa Will Not Start Up

Contact your dealer or service organization.

GFCI Failure - System Could Not Test/Trip the GFCI

NORTH AMERICA ONLY. May indicate an unsafe installation. Contact your dealer or service organization.

A Pump Appears to be Stuck ON

Water may be overheated. POWER DOWN THE SPA. DO NOT ENTER THE WATER. Contact your dealer or service
organization.

A Pump Appears to have been Stuck ON when Spa was last powered

POWER DOWN THE SPA. DO NOT ENTER THE WATER. Contact your dealer or service organization.

* This message can be reset from the topside panel with any button press
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SYSTEM-RELATED MESSAGES (continued)
The Water Level is Too Low

Some systems have a water level detect, and this message appears if it detects that the water level is too low.

REMINDER MESSAGES
General maintenance helps.
The display of Reminder Messages can be suppressed by using the PREF Menu.
Reminder Messages can be chosen individually by the Manufacturer. They may be disabled entirely, or there may be
a limited number of reminders on a specific model.
The frequency of each reminder (e.g. 7 days) can be specified by the Manufacturer.
Press a Temperature (WARM or COOL) button to reset a displayed reminder message.
Messages alternate with temperature or normal display.

Reminders that Appear on a Regular Schedule (eg. every 7 days)

Check pH with a test kit and adjust pH with the appropriate chemicals.

Check sanitizer level and other water chemistry with a test kit and adjust with the appropriate chemicals.

Reminders that Appear on a Regular Schedule (eg. every 30 days)

Clean the filter media as instructed by the manufacturer.

The Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) or Residual Current Device (RCD) is an important safety device and must
be tested on a regular basis to verify its reliability.
Every user should be trained to safely test the GFCI or RCD associated with the hot tub installation.
A GFCI or RCD will have a TEST and RESET button on it that allows a user to verify proper function.
WARNING: If freezing conditions exist, a GFCI or RCD should be reset immediately or spa damage could result. The
end user should always trained to test and reset the GFCI or RCD on a regular basis.
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REMINDER MESSAGES (continued)
Reminders that Appear on a Regular Schedule (eg. every 90 days)

Change the water in the spa on regular basis to maintain proper chemical balance and sanitary conditions.

Reminders that Appear on a Regular Schedule (eg. every 180 days)

Vinyl covers should be cleaned and conditioned for maximum life.

Wood skirting and furniture should be cleaned and conditioned per the manufacturer’s instructions for maximum
life.

Reminders that Appear on a Regular Schedule (eg. every 365 days)

Filters should be replaced occasionally to maintain proper spa function and sanitary conditions.

Check your ozone and/or UV generator per your spa manufacturer’s instructions.

Have a service technician do a check-up on your spa per your spa manufacturer’s instructions.

As Needed

Install new mineral cartridge.
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WARNING! QUALIFIED TECHNICIAN REQUIRED FOR SERVICE
AND INSTALLATION
Basic Installation and Configuration Guidelines
Use minimum 6AWG copper conductors only.
Torque field connections between 21 and 23 in lbs.
Readily accessible disconnecting means to be provided at time of installation.
Permanently connected.
Connect only to a circuit protected by a Class A Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) or Residual Current Device
(RCD) mounted at least 5’ (1.52M) from the inside walls of the spa/hot tub and in line of sight from the equipment
compartment.
CSA enclosure: Type 2
Refer to Wiring Diagram inside the cover of the control enclosure.
Refer to Installation and Safety Instructions provided by the spa manufacturer.
WARNING: People with infectious diseases should not use a spa or hot tub.
WARNING: To avoid injury, exercise care when entering or exiting the spa or hot tub.
WARNING: Do not use a spa or hot tub immediately following strenuous exercise
WARNING: Prolonged immersion in a spa or hot tub may be injurious to your health
WARNING: Maintain water chemistry in accordance with the Manufacturers instructions.
WARNING: The equipment and controls shall be located not less than 1.5 m horizontally from the spa or hot tub.

Warning! GFCI or RCD Protection
The Owner should test and reset the GFCI or RCD on a regular basis to verify its function.

Warning! Shock Hazard! No User Serviceable Parts.
Do not attempt service of this control system. Contact your dealer or service organization for assistance. Follow
all owner’s manual power connection instructions. Installation must be performed by a licensed electrician and all
grounding connections must be properly installed.

CSA Compliance
Caution:
• Test the ground fault circuit interrupter or residual current device before each use of the spa.
• Read the instruction manual.
• Adequate drainage must be provided if the equipment is to be installed in a pit.
• For use only within an enclosure rated CSA Enclosure 3.
• Connect only to a circuit protected by a Class A ground fault circuit interrupter or residual current device.
• To ensure continued protection against shock hazard, use only identical replacement parts when servicing.
• Install a suitably rated suction guard to match the maximum flow rate marked.
Warning:
• Water temperature in excess of 38°C may be injurious to your health.
• Disconnect the electrical power before servicing.
• Disconnect the electrical power before servicing. Keep access door closed.
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WARRANTY INFORMATION
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MODTUB LIMITED WARRANTY
10-Year Shell Warranty
Modtubs are built to be structurally sound and capable of holding only water. We warrant our shells against water loss through the
lamination of the shell caused by defects in materials and/or workmanship for a period of 10 years from the original date of purchase
as long as the spa is owned by the original purchaser. Should a warrantable issue arise, Modtub, at its discretion, may choose to make
repairs at the customer location or return the spa to the factory or dealer for repair. If a return to the factory or dealer is required, all costs
associated with the return will be the responsibility of the spa owner.

7-Year Surface Finish of Shell Warranty
Modtub warrants the surface finish of its spas to be free from blistering and cracking due to defects in the acrylic surface material for a
period of 7 years from the original date of purchase as long as the spa is owned by the original purchaser. This surface shell warranty does
not apply to discoloration or fading; Further, the Limited Warranty does not apply if a failure is caused by or contributed to by any of the
following: improper introduction of foreign substances into the water, etc and/or failure to adequately protect the surface from exposure to
the sun elements and extreme temperatures. In the event of a defect, the acrylic surface repair is further limited to only the defected portion
of the surface and the repair is not guaranteed against discoloration or fading.

5-Year Plumbing Warranty
Modtub warrants all plumbing parts to be free from defects in material for a period of 5 year from the original date of purchase as long as
the spa is owned by the original purchaser. Further, this Limited Warranty specifically covers leaks from wall fittings, jet body fittings, internal
glue joints, & filter housing glue joints.

3-Year Component & Labor Warranty
Modtub warrants the electrical components such as heater, pump(s), circuit board, sensors and topside control against malfunctions or
defects in materials for a period of 3 year from the original purchase date as long as it is owned by original purchaser. Plumbing Labor
warranty is 3 years. Replaceable service items light bulb, fuses, pillows, gaskets, o-rings, etc. are not covered under this warranty but
are warranted to be free from defects in materials at time of delivery to the original purchaser. This Limited Warranty does not apply if
the failure is caused by or contributed to by any of the following: improper wiring, use of an extension cord(s), improper alterations or
modifications, failure to plug into isolated service as indicated by the manufacturer’s specifications. Further, this Limited Warranty follows
the guidelines of the original equipment manufacturers. The labor coverage is a warranty program maintained by Modtub on your behalf.
Your selling Dealer or authorized service facility has details and procedures for submitting warranty claims.

1-Year Warranty Items
The ancillary electrical systems and mechanical components are warranted against malfunction due to defects of materials for a period of 1
year from the original purchase date by the original purchaser. Accessory electrical systems include LED light and light housing. Mechanical
components include water diverter valves, water fall on/off valves, air control valves, jet internals, filter housing components and pump
seals. No labor warranty on jet internal replacement.

Spa Structure
The wood structure of the spa HDPE (High Density Polyethylene) bottom is warranted against defects in the wood or HDPE for a period of
one year from the original purchase date by the original purchaser. Insect, chemical, spa placement damages are not covered under this
warranty.

Exterior Skirting
The exterior skirting of the spa warranty is to be free of defects at time of delivery.

Placement of Spa
Spa must be placed on a flat surface (e.g. concrete pad, wood deck) Spas not placed on a flat surface may void shell, surface and structure
warranty to be decided by Modtub.

Not Covered Under Warranty by Modtub
Damages done by lightning strikes, high voltage spikes, improper wiring, burned power input terminal on circuit board, flood, insect damage,
chemical abuse, freeze damages, delivery damages from your selling dealer, freight companies and commercial applications of the spa.
Owner’s Manual Available at modtub.co.
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